IT'S A FACT: THE BLUE CRAB IS KING IN MARYLAND! MARYLANDERS EAT MORE CRAB PER CAPITA THAN ANY OTHER STATE IN THE COUNTRY...

IT'S ANOTHER FACT: MOST MARYLANDERS ARE ONLY VAGUELY AWARE THAT THERE ARE OTHER TYPES OF CRABS IN THE WORLD...

BLUE CRABS ARE SO MEAN THEY BITE SWIMMERS AND EAT ANYTHING, INCLUDING THEMSELVES AND THEIR OWN YOUNG. THEY DESERVE TO BE STEAMED TO DEATH AND Eaten!

IT'S A MYSTERY AS TO WHY ANYTHING THAT MEAN SHOULD BE SO DELICIOUS. (NOBODY EATS WOLVERINES, FOR EXAMPLE!) THE BLUE CRAB IS THE BEST ARGUMENT FOR THE EXISTENCE OF A GOD (OR AT LEAST A COSMIC ENGINEER).
Blue crabs are designed to be eaten by humans. First remove the legs and claws. (Remember to steam crabs to death prior to meal.)

Blue crabs have a thermostat. They turn red when done. Limbs are removed with a slight twist of the wrist. Suck out any meat found in the legs. Save claws for later.

Turn the body over and note the handy pull-tab.

Pull up on the tab and you'll see a thumb-sized indentation where tab meets shell.

Insert thumb in opening and pop off the handy pop-top.

Bend the crab in along the perforation. It will break into two pieces easily.
Scoop out the meat from the chambers and eat. Be sure you get into all the chambers.

Don't eat the rubbery stuff on top. It's the "dead man."

If you do accidentally try and eat the "dead man" you'll spit it out soon enough. It's chewy and indigestible.

Now break the claw in two along the joint.

Tap each part with the mallet, break away the shell and eat the meat in both parts.

Now that you see the bio-engineering, the next crab should be a snap.
The seasoning used is called "Old Bay." It is unique to Maryland and gives crabs their distinctive flavor.

Unfortunately Old Bay can sting like iodine in a cut, so make sure your cuts are bandaged before trying your first crab.

If you didn't, you now know why we suggested the preceding...

Crab is edible, hot or cold, don't worry if yours cools off.

Now that you can see how obvious the plan is on crabs, you understand the scientific evidence for a creator!

Let's hear it for me! WHAT?...

...or a cosmic engineer.